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Behavioral Data in the Context of People Analytics
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Viva Insights

360 Feedback

Who I am

What I do

How I behave

Surveys,
Interviews

How I feel

With behavioral data, we can shift
culture from soft to science

Collaboration time

Network size

Network density

Time in process

After-hours work

Network breadth

Process sprawl

Poor quality
meetings

Network growth

Silos between
functions

Collaboration
variability
Time
fragmentation
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consistency

Bridging
connectors

Homogeneity

Geographic
insularity

Etc…

Weak ties
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Customer
centricity

Process cycle time

Customer
network size

Supplier
relationships

Customer
network breadth

Complexity

Time with
customers

Etc…
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Transform data into intelligence

Microsoft 365
data
Start with aggregated
behavioral data from
everyday work in
collaboration tools

+

Control &
governance
Flexible privacy and
compliance controls help
you protect your data

+

Business
context
Overlay of org
descriptors and business
outcomes reveals
patterns of success

=

Insights
& change
Use powerful insights to
make better business
decisions and transform
your organization

Built in privacy controls

Trusted
Ecosystem

Control & audit
your data

De-identified
organizational data

Private personal
insights

Microsoft is a leader in
compliance, security, and
privacy safeguards

You determine
population scope; easily
apply exclusions &
exceptions

De-identified &
aggregated views based
on role assignment &
scenarios

Manage risk with
integrated Microsoft 365
audit logging

Insights generated from
metadata only

Supports compliance
with
General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)
requirements

Our solution is part of an
ecosystem you know and
trust

Viva Insights

Employee
Surveys

Employee surveys can pinpoint
which groups are doing poorly
across engagement metrics, but it is
difficult for them alone to
extrapolate why this is the case
Viva Insights provides an objective
and data-driven approach to
understanding factors that may be
impacting employee sentiment

Deeper insights to develop effective
interventions and accelerate change
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Viva Insights + Employee Surveys – Better Together
Engagement Survey

Viva Insights

How employees feel

What employees do

Are my career goals being met?
Are there barriers to simplify work?
Can I balance work and personal life?

Frequency of manager 1:1s
Time spent in large recurring meetings
Growth in after-hours work

Quarterly, subjective, non-responder bias

Weekly, objective, unbiased

Survey provides the who and what:
•

Teams that needs help

•

Areas of improvement

Viva Insights provides the how:
•

What behaviours does my team need to change to
achieve improvement?

Viva Insights tracks progress of behavioural change:
•

Are desirable behaviors being achieved over time?

Transform workplace
Scale successful interventions,
observe the spread of
behaviors and adapt change
programs based on learnings

Driving change with
Viva Insights

Generate insights
Quantify the impact of
employee actions on
business outcomes and
develop recommendations
of areas to improve

Workplace
Analytics data
and qualitative
context

A continuous and experimental
data-driven process that cultivates
a culture of change and leads to
success
Operationalize
Pilot interventions and
utilize dashboards to
monitor change while
maintaining a pulse on
the behaviors of the
overall organization
Proprietary and Confidential Information

Design Interventions
Bridge gap between
recommendations and
change by developing
interventions that enable
workers to adopt new
behaviors
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CASE STUDY

Unlocking better work-life balance at Microsoft Surface using Viva Insights
Core business challenge

Viva Insights solution

• Microsoft Surface Engineering Team ranked
above average on all aspects of Employee
Engagement except work-life balance, where
the group ranked below avg. two years in a
row

Action and impact

• Viva Insights analysis showed group collaboration
200% higher than average

• Findings created a roadmap for Surface
leadership team to change their own behaviors

• Leadership team directly generating 3x more
meeting hours than avg. manager

• Leaders reviewed all their large recurring
meetings to reduce invite list size and length
and reconsidered email distribution list size and
mail frequency

• Managers frequently sitting in meetings with direct
reports, in some cases 85% of the time

• Low scores signaled potential risk of attrition
Group leader Brett Ostrum: Do these data reflect
the nature of our industry, or are there elements my
leadership team and I can impact directly?

Engagement Survey,
FY17

Workplace Analytics
Findings

Leadership
team

Mgr.
avg

Leadership
team

Engagement Survey,
FY18
W13. I am satisfied
with the balance
between my work and
personal life.
Mgr.
avg

+7%

• Work-Life balance scores on the next
engagement survey improved by a full 7%

Key Impact
Only through Viva Insights was it clear that team
leaders could directly impact collaboration burden and
employee autonomy. Based on WpA changes, the team’s worklife balance score improved 7% year-over-year.

“The goal was to help my team learn what was actually going
on, versus our knee-jerk reaction. Sometimes that gut instinct
can be very, very wrong.”
– Brett Ostrum, Corporate Vice President, Microsoft

MICROSOFT CONFIDENTIAL
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Improve employee wellbeing and measure flexibility through pre-built
dashboards

MICROSOFT CONFIDENTIAL
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Additional resources
Learn more at Viva Insights
Explore the results
Learn how Microsoft uses insights to fuel data-driven
transformation
Discover how customers across industries have benefited
Learn more at Workplace Insights
Keep up with the latest news and
announcements at Viva Blog
Reach out to your Microsoft account teams to
schedule a personalised demo

Thank you

